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ONE MAN CANNOT STOP THE PROGRESS OF CLIMATE CHANGE
ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER REACTED TO TRUMP

Paris Washignton DC, 02.06.2017, 20:48 Time

USPA NEWS - The historic agreement, approved in December 2015, commits nearly 200 countries to pursue all efforts to limit global
temperature increase to 1.5°C to stave off some of the worst impacts of a warming planet.
Arnold Schwarzenegger reacted to the announcement of Donald Trump of US withdrawing from the Paris agreement. One man cannot
stop the progress of climate change" foamier governor of California said. He published a short video in his website and Facebook
account. Here is the flutist of his remarks.

The US withdrawing from the Paris agreement will delay the transition and could lead to temperatures peaking at higher levels, with
concurrent climate change impacts on millions of people, but it cannot stop the economic transformation that is already underway.The
Paris Agreement, which will be fully operational by 2020, is premised on contributions determined by countries themselves, towards
collectively agreed global goals. These nationally determined contributions are to represent countries' best effort, and to be
progressively enhanced over time.
FULL TEXT OF ARNOLD SCWHARZENEGGER's REMARK FOUNDER OF R20----------------------------------------------
President Trump said he´s pulling out of the Paris Agreement Climate. My Message to you Mr President is that a public servant and
especially as a President your first and most important responsibility is to protect the people. 200 000 people die every year in the US
from air pollution and half of our rivers and streams are too polluted for our health. We can´t sit back and just do nothing while people
are getting sick and dying especially when you know there´s another way.----------------------
Mr President I know that it can be easier and more comfortable to look backwards. And to many people, the past that we know is less
scary than the future that we don´t know. But some of us know what a clean energy future looks like. And its n´t scary. We have seen it
in the cities and states and all over the world. In fact we know that the dirty energy future with asthma emphysema and cancer is much
much more terrifying. So please Mr President choose the future. No one remembers the people who told President Kennedy not to go
to the moon. We remember the great leaders. The great leaders that don´t walk backwards into the past but great leaders that charge
forward towards the future.------------------------------------------------------
You seethe people who rise up, local and government States will rise up. Other leaders from our local governments and fill the void,
that you are creating. Like all the great movements in human history. our clean future starts with a grassroots movement in our
communities, cities, and our states, 70% of our dirty emissions can be controlled at the state and local level. We can´t leave it to
Washington DC. NO. We need to do it ourselves. As a matter of fact, when i was governor of California, and Washington failed to lead,
we passed the strictest environmental rules in our country. And our economy is booming, today we are No 1, in protecting our
environment and we are No1 in economic growth. We have the cleanest air, and water and we also have more manufacturing jobs
than any other state, We added more jobs last year than the second and third states combined protecting our environment will not
destroy our economy. The bottom line is great environmental policies to the opposite. They pump up the economy“� Arnold
Scwharzenegger, President of R20.----------------------------------------------------
see also article : ARNOLD SWARZENEGGER DECORATED WITH LEGION HONNEUR BY PRESIDENT HOLLANDE
MICHELE SABBAN & IMAM CHALGOUMI ATTENDED - See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-11128/arnold-swarzenegger-
decorated-with-legion-honneur-by-president-hollande.html#sthash.7dJAZ56F.dpuf
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